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As the role of unmanned underwater vehicles expands it becomes increasingly important to
understand the nature of the fluid flow around them. This research examines the flow around
two ellipsoids with generic shapes representative of streamline unmanned underwater vehicles
(UUV). Although a significant body of work, both experimental and computational, exists for
flow about spheroids the majority of this is for prolate spheroids with finer aspect ratio.
This research examines the flow around a 3–1 prolate spheroid and a 4.2–2–1 scalene ellip-
soid. Many of the previous studies have focused on the major crossflow separation that occurs
on a 6–1 prolate spheroid when placed at medium to large incidences. This study examines the
flow around these bluffer bodies at low to moderate incidence in transcritical flow. These are
the conditions that many UUV’s spend the vast majority of their time operating in, and is thus
of importance when assessing their operational envelope.
At low to moderate incidence a closed separation on the flank is found to be the dominant
flow feature for the 3–1 spheroid and the 4.2–2–1 ellispoid. For the 4.2–2–1 ellipsoid at lower
Reynolds numbers an open separation occurs on the flank upstream of the closed separation.
An extended length of attached flow on the suction side of the symmetry plane was observed
for these models at incidence. The reasons for this attached flow despite a considerable length
of adverse streamwise pressure gradient are identified to be due to the influence of the azimuthal
pressure gradient on the boundary layer.
Ideally computational fluid dynamics (CFD) could be used to examine the flow about these
shapes during the design process. However before this process is useful there needs to be an
understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of the techniques being applied. Calculation
of the three-dimensional flow around these vehicles presents a number of significant challenges
including boundary layer transition and boundary layer separation off smooth doubly curved
surfaces.
The experimental work has identified flow features and trends with Reynolds number; a
considerable amount of quantitative data is also presented. The ability of CFD techniques
to calculate the features and trends identified in the experimental work can be used as an
i
ii
indication of their veracity. Numerical studies using two-equation turbulence models modified
to allow predetermined regions of laminar flow are presented. Qualitative and quantitative
comparisons between the measured and calculated results are presented. Limitations identified
in the CFD modelling techniques used include: premature boundary layer separation at the
rear of the model, typically on the pressure side; and separation of the laminar region prior to
the measured transition region at low Reynolds numbers.
A number of experimental techniques were refined during this work. These include a quick
and accurate method of applying discrete element boundary layer trip strips, which is particu-
larly suited to three-dimensional shapes; improvements to a fast response total pressure probe;
and an oil flow visualisation technique using a mixture that is close to neutrally buoyant and
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FRTPP Fast Response Total Pressure Probe
FSP Full Scale Pressure
LES Large Eddy Simulation
LDV Laser Doppler Velocimeter
NACA National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
NNEMO Newport News Experimental Model
PC Personal Computer
PID Proportional-Integral-Derivative
PIV Particle Image Velocimetry
PVC Peak Valley Counting
PVC Polyvinyl Chloride
RANS Reynolds Averaged Navier–Stokes
ROV Remotely Operated Vehicle
URANS Unsteady Reynolds averaged Navier–Stokes
UDF User Defined Function
UDM User Defined Memory
UUV Unmanned Underwater Vehicle
VPI Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

